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INDEX is proud to open the 2013 Site Festival with a newly commissioned 
installation by Siobhan Hapaska, made specifically for the Brunel Goods Shed in 
Stroud. 
 

“Art is the sedimented history of human misery”  Theodor W. Adorno 
 

Five uprooted olive trees, each suspended within a cube of scaffolding, are yoked to 
motors, creating unsettling yet magical vibrations. The ropes which shackle the trees 
to the corners of each cube suggest the trees are being subjugated or enslaved, but 
their vigorous shaking is defiant rather than compliant. In Siobhan Hapaska’s startling 
new work, the trauma of uprooting contrasts with exuberant and abundant 
movement – a continuous, yet ecstatic last gasp, extending the possibility of change 
and hope. Using incongruous elements to create meticulously crafted and 
disquieting hybrids, over the past two decades Siobhan Hapaska’s work has 
consistently addressed themes of dislocation and loss, conflict and resolution, faith 
and reason.  
 

“The sky has to turn black before you can see the stars” acts as a prequel to 
“Downfall”, a 2009 work by Hapaska in which a single uprooted olive tree is 
suspended horizontally over two trays, one to collect the earth from its roots, the 
other to catch its leaves. With the loss of olive trees said to signal the fall of 
civilisation, both works engage with ongoing conflicts over territory and identity, 
rigidly determined by history and religion that resonate with Hapaska’s own 
dislocating experience growing up as an Irish/Parsee teenager in Belfast in the 
1970s. 
 

With her apparently paradoxical pairings of extreme opposites, Hapaska  offers us a 
glimpse into a realm where the seemingly impossible can be countenanced, and  
where the future is not shackled by the “sedimented history” to which Adorno 
refers. A world on the edge of the abyss, but also on the edge of possibility. 
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